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Abstrat
In this dissertation, we disuss several types of in�nite games and related top-is in set theory and mathematial logi. Chapter 1 is devoted to the generalintrodution and preliminaries. The rest is organized as follows:Chapter 2: It is known that the Baire property is one of the nie propertiesfor sets of reals alled regularity properties and that it an be haraterized byBanah-Mazur games. We haraterize almost all the known regularity proper-ties for sets of reals via the Baire property for some topologial spaes and useBanah-Mazur games to prove the general equivalene theorems between regular-ity properties, foring absoluteness, and the transendene properties over someanonial inner models. With the help of these equivalene results, we answersome open questions from set theory of the reals.Chapter 3: We disuss the onnetion between Gale-Stewart games andBlakwell games where the former are in�nite games with perfet informationoming from set theory and the latter are in�nite games with imperfet informa-tion oming from game theory. The determinay of Gale-Stewart games has beenone of the main topis in set theory and one ould also onsider the determinayof Blakwell games. We ompare the Axiom of Real Determinay (ADR) and theAxiom of Real Blakwell Determinay (Bl-ADR). We show that the onsistenystrength of Bl-ADR is stritly greater than that of the Axiom of Determinay(AD) in x 3.1 and that Bl-ADR implies almost all the known regularity propertiesfor every set of reals in x 3.2. In x 3.3, we disuss the possibility of the equiva-lene between ADR and Bl-ADR under the Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory with theAxiom of Dependent Choie (ZF+DC). In x 3.4, we disuss the possibility of theequionsisteny between ADR and Bl-ADR.Chapter 4: We work on the onnetion between the determinay of Gale-Stewart games and large ardinals. Iteration trees are important objets toprove the determinay of Gale-Stewart games from large ardinals and alternatinghains with length ! are the most fundamental iteration trees onneted to thedeterminay of Gale-Stewart games. We investigate the the upper bound of the149



150 Abstratonsisteny strength of the existene of alternating hains with length !.Chapter 5: Wadge reduibility measures the omplexity of subsets of topo-logial spaes via the ontinuous redution of a subset of a topologial spae toanother one in desriptive set theory orresponding to many-one reduibility inreursion theory. With the help of the haraterization of the Wadge reduibil-ity for the Baire spae in terms of Wadge games, one an develop the beautifultheory of the Wadge reduibility for the Baire spae (e.g., almost linearity, well-foundedness) assuming the Axiom of Determinay (AD). We study the Wadgereduibility for the real line whih annot be haraterized by in�nite games in asimilar way. We show that the Wadge Lemma for the real line fails and that theWadge order for the real line is illfounded and investigate more properties of theWadge order for the real line.Chapter 6: Modal �xed point logis are modal logis with �xed point oper-ators and they enjoy several nie properties as �rst-order logi has. We de�ne aprodut onstrution of an event model and a Kripke model and disuss the prod-ut losure of modal �xed point logis. We show that PDL, the modal �-alulus,and a fragment of the modal �-alulus are produt losed.




